The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared COVID-19 a pandemic, rapidly spreading from human to human and thus becoming a global current and continuous threat to public health 1. Several clinical trials are currently ongoing with the purpose of finding a specific coronavirus treatment for clinical use, but unfortunately a substantial cure is yet to be found 2. Clinical priority and resources have been directed in favor of patients with cancer in order to optimize their availability; patients who could need postoperative intensive care were addressed to specific centers defined by the government, to free resources elsewhere 3. Specific measures, as the postponement of non-oncological elective procedures, have been adopted to preserve hospital capacity and create COVID-19 units simultaneously 4.

Patients requiring a sudden clinical management, in the respect of adequate safety rules and times, have been prioritized; as a consequence, medical and surgical procedures have been delayed 5,6. Patients are experiencing a COVID-19 related anxiety which represents a reasonable reaction after a year of pandemic, causing many delayed diagnoses or untreated patients that prefer a self-management approach to the medical expertise. In the following months, many non-COVID related deaths will be registered due to COVID-19 collateral effects. Several reasons could be investigated, from personal fear of infection to the absence of clear rules to attend to besides those related to the virus 5. As a matter of fact, since the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic in Europe, several guidelines and recommendations have been released supporting the decision-making process both in clinical and surgical fields 7. Recommendations are based on experts’ opinion and case series dealt with during this year, but it is clear that the overall level of evidence is insufficient. Furthermore, a period of disagreement on some medical and surgical issues has been affecting the trust given to the entire healthcare system and feeding the uncertainty characterizing the patients’ decision-making process 8. Many obstacles have been faced and will be dealt with in the coming months, along the continuous balance between patients’ well-being and both clinical and surgical safety, now with a great hope given by the vigorous vaccine campaign currently undergoing 8,9. Hopeful results have been witnessed in countries that have vaccinated most of the population, providing confidence that the healthcare system not only can offer the same clinical and surgical efforts, but can improve their quality after a careful reflection on the flaws experienced under pressure. Therefore, we state that during this last year, it has been made clear that there is a constant need for prompt and joint global efforts in order to reduce the potentially catastrophic impact of a COVID-19 pandemic, even on non-COVID patients 10.
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